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The SeisRaM group of Trieste Univrsity developed an automated routine in Antelope
Software environment, that determines in near time seismic source parameters (Gallo
et al. 2014, Costa et al. 2014 ) and strong motion parameters from recorded
waveforms. These parameters are computed within few minutes after the earthquakes
and rapidly revised.

This automatic routine, over time, has been optimized improving the quality of results
and it is running at Italian Civil Department, at Italian strong motion network data
center.

PGA, PGV, PGD, PSA03, PSA10, PSA30, Housner, Arias, RMSA, duration, intensity of zero crossing, Saragoni index, damage factor,…



dbmw (fortran code)

db tables
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db.wfparam
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db.event

* PGA, PGV, PGD, PSA03, PSA10, PSA30, Housner, Arias, RMSA, duration, intensity of zero crossing, Saragoni index, damage factor,…

orb2db



dbgm (C code)

db tables

db.instrument

db.sensor

db.site

db.calibration

db.wfdisc

db.origin

db.netmag

db.arrival

db.assoc

Select 
origin

Extract noise and 
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component
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Compute
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response

Compute
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waveforms

Compute response
spectra, ground
motion parameters *

db.gmp

db.event

* PGA, PGV, PGD, EPA, PSA03, PSA10, PSA30, Housner, Arias, RMSA, duration, intensity of zero crossing, Saragoni index, damage factor,…

Standard
Component
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yes

no

no

db.chanpos

Channels 
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orb2db
orb2wf



db tables

DMG

db.origin

database
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Wfmax

Alert
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Automatic, real time report 
for Civil Defence
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loc: 00 (reference)

loc: 11

loc: 21

loc: 31

loc: 12

loc: 22

loc: 32

loc: XX

floor vertical



GMP_Viewer0.4.xpy                      (Obspy)





Malta, 3th September 2018                                                                                                               Lara Tiberi

RAN accelerometric data trend in a GMPE shape. 

Dataset Time-span : 2011-2017

The entire database counts 1985 earthquakes with a

moment magnitude between 3.0 and 6.4 of the strongest

event of Amatrice sequence occurred the 30th of

October, 2016.

The total number of records are 118021 up to 150

km.



Malta, 3th September 2018                                                                                                               Lara Tiberi

RAN accelerometric data trend in a GMPE shape. 

GMPE functional form:

Log
10

Y = a + b Mw + c Mw^2 + clog
10

((R2 + d2)1/2) + s1SA + s2SB + s3SC + s4SD + s5SE

Ground motion parameters analyzed:

PGA

PGV

PGD

PSA03

PSA10

PSA30

Arias Intensity

Housner Intensity



RAN database  2011 -2017

Log
10

Y = a + b Mw + c Mw^2 + clog
10

((R2 + d2)1/2) + s1SA + s2SB + s3SC + s4SD + s5SE + fn*Fn + fss*FSS + fR*FR



Vienna, 25th April 2017                                                                                                                   Lara Tiberi

Estimation of regression laws for ground motion parameters using as case of study the Amatrice earthquake.

Data set used for the regression law estimation. The

green stars are the epicentral location of the studied

events and the grey pentagons are the station sites,

where we have calculated the GMPs values and the

yellow one are those with an observed intensity

associated.

Data collected using the CE3RN (Central

Eastern European Earthquake and

Research Network) and the RAN (National

Accelerometric Network managed by the

Civil Defence of Rome) stations

Maximum distance of 4 km, with an 

average value of :

(1.8 ± 1.8) km

115 pairs of intensity - GMPs 

values

Macroseismic data collected from the

ARSO macroseismic archive (for the

slovenian events) and from the DBMI15

(for the italian events).

Input Data

GMPs data divided into 0.5 

intensity classes



Vienna, 25th April 2017                                                                                                                   Lara Tiberi

Estimation of regression laws for ground motion parameters using as case of study the Amatrice earthquake.

Results

a, b and R2 values are consistent between the two different algorithms.

The main differences are the standard deviations lower using ODR than the NLLS.
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Tolmezzo - evento del 23/03/2017 con ML 3.0
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Tolmezzo - evento del 23/03/2017 con ML 3.0



Tolmezzo - evento del 23/03/2017 con ML 3.0



Tolmezzo - evento del 23/03/2017 con ML 3.0


